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Melbourne is hailed as the most livable cosmopolitan cities in the world that has been mesmerizing
people who come to work, play and holiday. The Victorian capital oozes culture, music, theatre;
from fashion to football, arts to architecture â€“ Melbourneâ€™s got a sub-culture to inspire those with even
the most obscure obsession. Itâ€™s is a multicultural destination, too â€“ so this international melting pot
serves up some eclectic fusion cuisine. The juxtaposition of verdant gardens against dramatic
modern buildings such as Federation Square is a visual symbol of Melbourneâ€™s love affair with both
urban and natural landscapes.

Astounding Sightseeing

Most of Melbourne's key attractions are to be found in the city centre, where museums such as the
National Gallery of Victoria and the Australian Centre for the Moving Image congregate around the
city's focal point, Federation Square. On the south bank, Melbourne's cultural centre, you'll find the
National Gallery of Victoria and the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art. To the east, you can
take a tour of the Melbourne Cricket Ground, or hit up at the National Tennis Centre. Book Flights to
Melbourne to admire nature's artistry in one of Melbourne's beautiful parks: the Fitzroy, Treasury
and Flagstaff gardens are elegant places to stroll, while the Royal Botanic Gardens are outstanding.

Eat, Drink & be Merry

Melbourne is a foodie's paradise for holiday-makers who choose Cheap Flights to Melbourne.
Thanks to its ethnic diversity and dedication, also obsession to coffee, wine and the pleasures of a
good meal. Opting for Flights to Melbourne unlocks doors to ample cheap and cheaper restaurants,
cafes, food courts and takeaways to rival anywhere in the world. Are u yearning for a Mongolian
takeaway or some Swiss nosh? It's a global menu here; head to Little Bourke Street for Chinese,
Lygon Street for Italian and Lonsdale Street for Greek. For a fashionable boho vibe, visit one of the
cafes or small eateries on Brunswick Street and enjoy some of the best coffee in Australia. Drinking
culture is equally enthusiastic, with bars and pubs radiating out from the city centre to the relaxed
sea view scene of St Kilda.

Nightlife and Entertainment

Melbourneâ€™s nightlife is unbounded, loud, colourful and anything goes. Door policies can be strict but
once inside high quality entertainment is guaranteed. DJ's, live music, artists, beautiful people and
so much more can be found. For live music head to inner-suburb clubs like the Corner Pub in
Richmond and the legendary Espy in St. Kilda. Southbank venues including the Arts Centre stage
opera and ballet. The Princess, Regent and Her Majesty's theatres offer shows, musicals and plays.
Federation Square abounds in modern meeting and drinking places, while the edgier laneways
serves up everything from graffiti-lined hole-in-the-wall cafes to sophisticated bars. There truly is
something groovy for everyone flying with Flights to Melbourne.

Restaurants and Dining

Australian cuisine owes more to its melting-pot culture than to any home-grown culinary tradition,
and the dining scene in Melbourne offers something from just about every corner of the world, to
suit all palates and budgets. One should try authentic Thai, tapas and bistro dishes in atmospheric
laneways eateries. Take Cheap Flights to Dubai and head to Brunswick for Middle Eastern fare or
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Chinatown for cheap Asian and Chinese grub. Richmond specializes in Vietnamese cuisine, and
Fitzroy in Spanish.
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